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This massively comprehensive, Hugo-award-winning work in three volumes of science fiction

and fantasy bibliography through 1968 is already a library standard. Large 8.5 x 11 inch pages

in two columns of small print.Note that the ebook editions are digital replica editions—PDFs—

not ordinary epub/mobi type books, because of the difficulty of getting accurate scanned text

from this complex layout and small print. Thus you can read the books by seeing an actual

image replica of each hardback page, however the invisible underlying text used for searching

or copying will contain typos.The Encyclopedia is comprised of:Volume 1, Who's Who and

Works, A-L. [298 pp., 1974]Volume 2, Who's Who and Works, M-Z. [252 pp., 1978]Volume 3,

Paperbacks and Miscellaneous. [398 pp., 1982]Volumes 1 and 2 consist of an alphabetical

listing of hundreds of authors, anthologists, editors, artists, etc., with biographical sketches

where available, and compilations of their science fiction and fantasy works. The contents of

most collections and anthologies are listed. In most cases the entries include bibliographic data

for all known English-language editions and forms, as well as some foreign translations. Each

author's entry also includes listings of books and short stories which form connected series,

such as Robert Heinlein's famous Future History.Volume 3 includes checklists of magazines

with history, reviews, and notable fiction; paperbacks listed by author, publisher, and title;

pseudonyms; series and connected stories; and general entries such as lists of Hugo winners,

Dr. Who programs, book club selections, Star Trek programs, noteworthy films, and certain

fanzines. This volume took the Hugo award for Best Non-Fiction at the 1984 World Science

Fiction Convention (we like to think that the Hugo was really earned by the three-volume set as

a whole).

These two volumes will be an asset in the library of anyone who is charged with the task of

preparing a short and meaningful reflection on the daily Lectionary cycle. Talafous offers

consistently good daily reflections and realistic suggestions and is sensitive to the social justice

dimension of the Scriptures.Pastoral MusicThis book, for weekdays, is doubly useful because

daily commentaries are less numerous than ones for Sundays and feast-days. It is the second

volume, Fr. Don Talafous, O.S.B., having already published a well-received first volume. As an

alumni chaplain for Saint John’s University, he understands the need for it, and how much his

hearers will appreciate the short, pithy homily that is called for at a weekday service, where

normally three minutes is ideal.The Downside Review. . . spiritual insights are matched with

real-life experience which provides a refreshingly contemporary encounter with God’s word.

The text is appropriate for personal reflection or as an aid to those preaching on a daily

basis.Catholic Library WorldTen of my 45 years of preaching at daily Mass have been

supported by the homily suggestions of Father Don Talafous, O.S.B. His short messages of

faith, hope and love have nourished my parishioners and me personally. After having collected

his homilies which first appeared in the Loose Leaf Lectionary, and used Homilies for

Weekdays Vol. I, I am delighted to have Volume II. It is Father Talafous at his best; simple

expressions of great spiritual truths in a way we can all relate to. This is the best weekday

homily help on the market for Year I. Rev. Richard L. Foley, O.S.A. Parochial Vicar. . . a treasure

of short messages of hope in simple language that moves the heart. For those who homilize

regularly, it is an insightful primer. For those who pray daily, it offers illuminating reflectings.

Both will be inspired by keeping it close by. This is Father Talafous at his very best.Wayne



Hergott, Edina, Minnesota --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside

FlapLooking for homily suggestions that faithfully represent the Scripture readings and offer

hearers of the text practical applications for Christian life? Homilies for Weekdays, the first of

two volumes by Father Don Talafous, O.S.B., contains creative suggestions of what a homilist

might say about the daily readings for the two-year Lectionary cycle. This extensive compilation

for each day is a result of Father Talafous? many years of experience in preparing homilies.

Written on both a popular and pastoral level, these homily ideas may also serve as daily

reflections or meditations on the Scriptural texts for readers interested in nourishing their

Christian lives with Scripture. ?These two volumes will be an asset in the library of anyone who

is charged with the task of preparing a short and meaningful reflection on the daily Lectionary

cycle. Talafous offers consistently good daily reflections and realistic suggestions and is

sensitive to the social justice dimension of the Scriptures.? Pastoral Music?This book, for

weekdays, is doubly useful because daily commentaries are less numerous than ones for

Sundays and feast-days. It is the second volume, Fr. Don Talafous, O.S.B., having already

published a well-received first volume. As an alumni chaplain for Saint John?s University, he

understands the need for it, and how much his hearers will appreciate the short, pithy homily

that is called for at a weekday service, where normally three minutes is ideal.? The Downside

Review?. . . spiritual insights are matched with real-life experience which provides a

refreshingly contemporary encounter with God?s word. The text is appropriate for personal

reflection or as an aid to those preaching on a daily basis.? Catholic Library World?. . . a

treasure of short messages of hope in simpler language that moves the heart. For those who

homilize regularly it is an insightful primer. For those who pray daily it offers illuminating

reflections. Both will be inspired by keeping it close by. This is Father Talafous at his very best.?

Wayne Hergott Edina, Minnesota"The homilies are short and to the point without being overly

simple, and are wonderful ways to jog your own ideas loose for homilies. But it's not just for

homilies: those who are trying to get closer to the Word each day will find these reflections

useful and interesting. RCIA groups or Bible study programs could also prosper under the

guidance of these words, especially as a way to better understand God in our daily lives." Crux

of the News --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDon Talafous, OSB, is a

Benedictine monk and priest of Saint John’s Abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota. Born in 1926, he

has taught and served as university chaplain at Saint John’s University in Collegeville and

published several books. He has an MA from Catholic University, in Washington, DC, and a

PhD from Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, California. Currently, he devotes his life to

alumni relations for Saint John’s University. A fitting role as he remarkably remembers the

name of almost every student he has ever met.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read

more
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